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ABSTRACT
In the emerging research field of external communication of autonomous vehicles with vulnerable road users (e.g. pedestrians),
there is no agreed upon set of methods to design and evaluate concepts. The approaches vary from pure paper-based design studies
over Virtual or Augmented Reality simulation to real-world testing of early prototypes. While there are benefits to each of these
approaches, the most promising concept is considered to be the
virtual reality (VR) approach since it allows for a quick, realistic
and safe evaluation of new designs and concepts. A literature review of existing concepts for vehicle-pedestrian communication
revealed that only 7 publications and preprints between 2014 and
2019 used VR in their research. We evaluated each based on criteria
relevant for pedestrian crossing decisions and factors important for
conducting experiments. Our results show relevant considerations
when implementing a VR simulator for external communication
research and conducting studies in this field.
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INTRODUCTION

Autonomous vehicles (AVs) are expected to alter traffic fundamentally [19]. As AVs will be able to drive without a human
operator, driving-task-related interpersonal communication such
as eye-contact will decrease or even vanish. This could lead to
ambiguous situations when formal rules or established behavior
do not suffice and also cause the vulnerable road users (VRUs) to
experience higher perceived risk. Academia and industry try to
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fill this gap through external communication modalities such as
displays, projections, LED strips, movement patterns, auditory or
tactile cues [5, 16, 17, 21, 34, 36, 38, 49].
There are several challenges to this research: real-world prototypes are expensive and potentially dangerous for participants
of the experiments as the maturity level of today’s AVs cannot
cover all capabilities of automation. Paper prototypes, on the
other hand, are quick to develop but tend to lack needed realism [47]. There are various other methods such as using pictures [22], videos [6] or conducting Wizard-of-Oz studies [8, 33].
However, using virtual reality (VR) seems a valid approach with
various advantages as this technique allows for quick and lowpriced prototyping and evaluation [12, 37]. While there are many
simulators for research that focuses on the driver/user of AVs,
e.g . CARLA [18] or the software SILAB [32], simulators that focus on the role of the pedestrian in AV research are scarce and
relevant factors are not documented.

1.1

Factors influencing crossing decision

According to Rasouli and Tsotsos [42] the following environmental factors are important:
• Physical context: Time of day, Lighting, Street width, Zebra crossing, Weather, Road structure, Road conditions,
Location, Right of way, Signal
• Dynamic Factors: Gap acceptance, Vehicle speed, Vehicle
distance, Communication, Traffic flow, Pedestrian waiting
time
• Dynamic Factors: Gap acceptance, Vehicle speed, Vehicle
distance, Communication, Traffic flow, Pedestrian waiting
time
• Traffic Characteristics: Traffic volume, Vehicle Size, Law
enforcement, Vehicle type, Vehicle color
Pedestrian factors are:
• Social factors: Pedestrian flow, Group size, Imitation, Social
status, Social norms
• Social factors: Pedestrian flow, Group size, Imitation, Social
status, Social norms
• State: Attention, Trajectory, Speed, Walking pattern
• Abilities: Speed & Distance estimation
• Characteristics: Law compliance, Faith, Culture, Past experience
In total: 38 factors.
We collected and compared currently used methods of 7 papers
and preprints for evaluating outside communication of AVs with
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pedestrians in crossing scenarios in VR with the goal of finding current practices. In particular, we focused on factors influencing crossing decisions of pedestrians and metrics as well
as questionnaires to assess these decisions. Currently, few VR
simulators were proposed but all differ around which relevant
factors they model and which metrics they obtain. Our goal is to
derive a set of common methodologies and evaluation metrics
to create an easily configurable and reusable VR simulator for
pedestrian interaction with the goal of being as widely available
as the LCT [39] is for driver distraction.

2

RELATED WORK

Factors that influence pedestrian behavior: Rasouli and Tsotsos surveyed existing literature about AVs that interact with
pedestrians [42]. They started the survey with existing work
on pedestrian behavior. They found a variety of environmental
as well as pedestrian factors that influence crossing decision of
pedestrians (see sidebar on page 1). These factors have also been
found by other authors [23, 24, 28, 40, 41].
(VR) Simulators in other areas: Simulator studies have been
widely used in autonomous driving, looking at driver behavior
and interactions [43]. These studies have been investigated regarding validity and reliability [3] and have been shown to be
a safe method to assess basic task performance [48]. Therefore,
they are still used both in academia as well as in industry [1].
Hock et al. investigated how to design valid simulator studies [26] and found eight stages: Sample, Briefing, Simulator Sickness, Takeover, Secondary Task, Simulator Training, User Interface,
and Validity. VR simulators have also been used in pedestrian
research. Deb et al. [13] found that the VR simulator is a valid
method to capture pedestrian behavior. They base this on the
comparable walking speed in reality and the virtual environment
(VE). Work by Bhagavathula et al. [2] also showed that there are
no statistical significant differences between real and virtual environments in perceived risk, safety of crossing, perceived distance
of the vehicle and perceived speed. No differences were found in
the presence score.
Methods of external communication research: Clamann
et al. investigated communication displays for the vehicle-topedestrian interaction with displays on a van [9]. A driver operated the van but participants were told that this person was
there for data collection. Lagstrom and Lundgren [33] used a
Wizard-of-Of approach. The vehicle was equipped with two
steering wheels where one was hidden from sight allowing them
to pretended that the person in the driver’s seat was not actually
driving. Fridman et al. assessed external displays with online
crowdsourcing [22]. Chang et al. [6] used video to compare communication modalities.

3

LITERATURE SURVEY ON VR SIMULATORS

The publication databases ScienceDirect (SD) and Google Scholar
(GS) were screened (search query: (External Communication
OR Features) AND (autonomous vehicle) AND pedestrian)).
In total 433 publications were found (ScD=384, GS=49). These
were screened for the use of VR by the first author resulting in 7
publications and preprints.
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Simulators have several advantages to other methods of testing. De Winter et al. [11] state that the main ones are: (1) Controllability, reproducibility, and standardization, (2) Ease of data
collection, (3) Possibility of encountering dangerous driving conditions without being physically at risk, (4) Novel opportunity for
feedback and instruction. We analyze existing VR simulators (see
Table 1) according to these advantages (see analysis criteria in
the sidebar on page 2).

4

ANALYSIS CRITERIA

According to the advantages stated by [11], we have investigated
the following factors.
• Validity (1)
• Interaction type (2, 3)
• Questionnaire (2, 3)
• Environment, street arrangement & localization (1, 3)
• Measurements (2)
• Customizability (1)
Customizability refers to the setting and variation of factors
influencing crossing decisions of pedestrians [42].
# adjustable parameter # publications
0
1[7]
3[4, 16, 27]
1
2 - 10
2[10, 12]
>10
1[37]
combined
7
Table 1: Publications on external communication of AVs
with VR

Validity. Some researcher have already implemented VR simulators for their external communication research. Mahadevan et
al. [37] re-implemented the proposed communication concepts of
an earlier study [38] in VR and found that for both studies there
were both qualitative and quantitative support for the use of
explicit interfaces. They therefore claim that a VR simulator is a
valid method to evaluate these designs.
Interaction type. Publications are split into two groups of interaction: using a controller with which a crossing is indicated [7, 10,
37] and walking in the VE [4, 12, 16, 27].
Questionnaires. Most of the publications report that they used
some sort of check for simulator sickness (e.g. 4 times SSQ [31]
or the single item misery scale [46]). Additional ratings had to be
given for the comfort (2 times), understanding (2 times), preference of external features (2 times), safety (2 times), the presence
questionnaire of Witmer et al. [50] (1 time). Additional questionnaires used are the PBQ [14], PRQF [15] and the NASA-TLX [25].
There is no consistent set of questionnaires used in this field
of research resulting in low comparability of the results. Two
publications implemented parts of their questionnaire in the VE:
Mahadevan et al. [37] used comfort sliders, Deb et al. [12] asked
for the simplicity to understand the feature and the difficulty to
cross.
Environment, Street Arrangement & Localization. One work was
able to change environment types [37] (rural vs urban) and
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Category
Vehicle factor
Street characteristic
Pedestrians
Interface prototype
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Factors
vehicle autonomy, vehicle color, vehicle size, vehicle speed, vehicle slowdown characteristic at a crosswalk and stopping distance
number of vehicles on the street, traffic direction (one-way vs two-way), number of lanes, lane order of vehicles with different autonomy levels (fixed to specific lanes vs free flow), type of crosswalk intersection, type of street scene (rural vs urban environment), lighting conditions
(day vs night), weather (clear vs foggy)
group size, demographics, age, ability, social norms
variations

Table 2: Configurable Factors of Mahadevan et al. [37]

had pedestrians walking of the sidewalks. In all publications,
a clearly western urban setting was used. It is not clear how
eventual signposts were modelled in all publications, but in the
cases that some were visible, they were also clearly western.
Measurements. Through the controlled conditions of a VE, several data can be measured. Position of the participant in the VR
world [12, 16], head rotation [2, 12, 16], waiting time [7, 12, 16]
and crossing time [12, 16] were logged.
Customizability. As shown by Rasouli & Tsotsos [42], several
factors influence pedestrian behavior (see sidebar on page 1).
Only one publication mentioned these factors [37]. However,
3 of the 7 reported some customizability besides changing the
model under evaluation (see Table 1). Deb et al. [12] are able to
vary the design under evaluation as well as the vehicle size. The
VR simulator of de Clerq et al. [10] allowed for the variation of
four characteristics: (1) type of vehicle, (2) yielding behavior, (3)
presence and type of external human machine interface (eHMI),
and (4) timing of the eHMI.
Mahadevan et al. [37] are able to configure 19 factors which are
summarized under four categories (see Table 2).
While this customizability is already far more extensive than
in any of the other VR simulators, there are still some drawbacks
of this implementation: Truly mixed traffic is not simulated in
this simulator as there is only one kind of vehicles per lane (automated, partly automated or manually driven). Another drawback
is how the automated vehicles are modelled, there is no way of
recognizing whether the vehicle is in autonomous mode or not
other than the presence of a vehicle. There is a variety of modifiable parameters, but some of the ones mentioned in [42] are missing. While some of the pedestrian factors are non-changeable
(e.g. faith, past experience), attention could be altered through
engagement in other tasks. On the side of environmental factors,
street width, road conditions, location of the pedestrian under evaluation (near the curb or far away) and pedestrian waiting time
could be altered.

5

CONSIDERATIONS
(1) Regularly check for simulation sickness (e.g. SSQ [31],
discomfort score [20]) and don’t exceed an hour for the
evaluation.
(2) Keep factors for pedestrian behavior (see e.g. [42]) in mind
and, if needed, make them configurable.
(3) Embodied interaction seems more suitable to create high
immersion and presence [44].
(4) Questionnaires can be implemented in VR to avoid the
need to take off the VR headset.

(5) Consider including objectives or penalty/reward systems
to increase validity [26].

6

DISCUSSION

Interaction type. Rogers et al. [44] found that high fidelity interaction resulted in higher immersion (IEQ [29]) and higher presence
(E2I [35]). Therefore, we argue that actually walking (or in general higher embodiment) could result in higher immersion and
higher presence and should therefore be used as an interaction
modality.
Questionnaires. Conducted directly in the VE, they are feasible
and could help to keep participants immersed and could therefore lead to more reliable results [45]. However, as simulation
sickness is a drawback of VR, sessions should not be overlong
(max. 1 h [30]).
Environment, Street Arrangement & Localization. A clearly urban
western environment was mostly used. This is understandable as
the research was conducted in western countries, but it shows a
typical problem: as culture is an important factor in crossing decisions [42], other settings with subjects of different cultures have
to be explored.
Customizability. Only one publication [37] referred to factors
influencing pedestrians decision to cross and allows to vary them.
While it is not necessary that every simulation is able to vary
them, the rationale behind this decision should be given.

7

CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK

VR seems to be a valid approach to model external communication from AVs to VRUs. However, most VR simulators today
focus on a single aspect the authors want to evaluate. Creators of
these simulators should focus more on known factors influencing
VRUs in their crossing decisions. There is also no common understanding which and how questionnaires should be used in the
simulator, although there is evidence that questionnaires in the
VE provide higher immersion. We will focus on implementing a
VR simulator according to the derived considerations (see sidebar
on page 3) next.
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